This project is a collection of illustrations and digital collage arts derived from outer
environments and places. A psychological journey reflecting the absurd pandemic
situations, day to day lives that we all encountered and all sorts of unspoken emotions.
During the lockdown, we only can went outside when necessarily needing food and
supplements or having a ‘not so outdoor exercise’ one time a day. I started to take photos
of the empty street and closed stores when I went outside for jogging and walking. The
quiet outdoors was pretty interesting so as the strange feelings emerging in the isolated
creating room. For me, ideas strategically come across my mind before imaginations when I
create a body of work; however, in this case, the inner visions kind of take control over the
rationale and reality, which guide me to further produce numerous works responding the
abnormal of these mental states during this hard time for everyone.
The craziness of thoughts in the period of time inside the room were what keep my sanity
from outside the world. On the other hand, the ‘stressful-insights’ behind the door were the
imaginations that keep me going and addressing my expressions into the outside world
(also in my portfolio).
Nonsense is about the inner dialogue of my take on the weirdest situation and trying to
explore as well as finding a way out of this different world. Everyone must have to be an
explorer or a dreamer at some time in their lifetime but being an escaper is not sometime
we expected and familiar with in the real life like the lockdown circumstance and socialdistance guidelines. Being an escaper or not, that psychological intake and energy should
be digested in a constructive pathway, hence, I focused on the topic of mental health and
day to day life experiences, extending those sequences into seven sections---- Nightmare,
Waiting for…, Life is a Game, Human Nature, Daydream, Energy inside…, Tea party and a
Maze-land. The bottom layer of the illustrations are photos which represent reality; the
drawing-illustrations parts are the emotions or thoughts something really personal and
meaningful or something absurdity came out of a place called nonsense.
The publication--OUT-DOORS: A weird place called Nonsense regarding this project can
be viewed at: https://issuu.com/thedixcreation/docs/nonsense_final_issuu_compressed

For more information about me and my other works please go visit my website at:
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